Introduction
i do not think that anyone will deny that Paul had a variety of social relations. whereas it may once have been the case that Paul was seen as a lone pioneer of christian missions, traveling alone to remote parts of the Mediterranean world in search of converts, those days are now long gone. we now realize that, even if Paul became the most prominent early christian missionary, to the point of being considered by some the re-founder or second founder of christianity because of his important interpretation of the work of Jesus christ,1 he worked in concert with others. all of his church letters reflect that his ministry involved working alongside of or in conjunction with others-whether that took the form of including co-senders of letters, the mentioning of others either with him or at his letter's destination, or even involvement in incidents, such as at antioch on the orontes with Peter and others (mentioned in Gal 2)-who were promoting the same cause. the personal letters likewise reveal a person involved in ministry with others, as he instructs his recipients regarding their own ministries. the book of acts, which i take to be a reliable indicator of the mission-focused lives of several early christian pioneers (though i do not use it extensively in this paper), shows Paul visiting cities with a variety of traveling companions and always returning to both Jerusalem, the center of the church, and antioch, the center of his team's missionary endeavors. the Pauline missionary endeavor was not a single missionary movement, but a missions cause, with Paul certainly its eventual leader but not its only active participant.
to speak even in these terms, however, is to speak too broadly, as Paul did not have the same kind of social relations with all of those with whom he was in contact. whether we are reading his letters, ecclesial or personal, or following the narrative of acts, we see that Paul entered into a variety of social relations with a wide range of people. Some of them were his constant companions, others were occasional companions, some were those with whom he was in conflict, others were those who were supportive of his work, while still others were those with whom he had only local or immediate contact.2 Such a variety of scenarios then raises the inevitable and obvious question of how it is that we determine and assess the variety of Paul's social relations. in this paper, i wish to examine four major ways in which Paul's social relations may be discussed: sociohistorical, historical-textual, ecclesial, and linguistic. By examining the ways in which these relations are described and presented, i think that we can gain insight into two areas-the first is appropriate methodologies for discussing Paul's social relations and the second is the nature, both in their distinctiveness and commonalities, of these social relations.
Socio-Historical Relations
the most well-known approach to discussing Paul and his social relations is the socio-historical one. this is not the place either to offer a full history of social-scientific approaches to the new testament or to discuss the major approaches and schools of thought. these have been provided elsewhere in the length that is required.3 i think that here it is sufficient to note that one of the major developments within new testament studies over the last forty or so years has been application of methods
